Pro-Nox with Passive Scavenger Option

For Aesthetic Clinics, Birthing Centers and Physician Offices who want to scavenge their patients’ exhaled gases during inhaled analgesia (nitrous oxide) use.

The Pro-Vac Waste Gas Recovery System removes the gas from the procedure room, and offers that extra protection to the staff from any environmental exposure.

- Quiet
- Small & light weight
- Simple to operate and maintain
- Can be run continuously
- Wall mount or countertop for ultimate portability
- Requires installation of piping to the outside – 2” pipe

- Paired with the GD14610 interface, complete solution scavenging
- Anesthesia-grade interface ~ pressure-reliefs for patient safety
- Closed system from the patient to the outside
- Complete waste gas management for offices without wall suction
- Easily clamps onto the Pro-Nox basket for portability
- Affordable scavenging system

- Comes complete and ready to install! Just drill a 2” hole
  - Flex exhaust hose, wall pipe & exterior screened elbow fitting included for easy install

The complete unit fits in small confined spaces and is portable and easy to move between procedure rooms.

Call 855-892-3872 for more details!